
I Gotta Go To The Batroom

In the middle of yet another long day of testing, a student scuttled up to my lectern, 
handed over a hastily folded note, and, before I could blink – was out the door.  

I opened the note to find written in an obviously hurried hand: 	

“I gotta go to the batroom.”
It felt appropriate.
Lately, in fact?  
It was more and more apparent that – oh my, yes; very likely?
We were all headed, everyone all together, no detours planned nor allowed, directly into 

the batroom.
With an always increasing number of assessments required to meet the whim of  the 

annually shifting accountability proclamations, time for not only writing, but proofreading, these 
suddenly created tests dwindled.  Although, over the years, political leaders had loudly and 
vigorously led the nation to the belief that these tests must be unquestionably administered?  Few 
lawmakers had taken it upon themselves to contemplate, or write a regulatory legislation around, 
the fact that hurriedly manufactured tests administered without a painstaking review would 
inevitably end up as measures both culturally slanted and response ambiguous. 

The fact that either of these serious aberrations would invalidate an honestly useful test-
collected data?  

Well, damn it all.  
That was the kind of tedious, collaborative thinking brought to the table by those old-

school building-score-identified bad teachers; that kind of an unacceptable, old status quo 
thinking which, being meticulous and slow, did not protect the immediately urgent interests of 
low-income children.  In fast-paced quick-fix days bent to an exceptional answerability, educator 
complaints – even about the reliability of the high-stakes testing which would then be held 
against them – well, quite simply, school-score-identified bad teacher concerns? 

Were no longer recognized.  
Nor addressed.  
Selecting to bypass an old-school teacher resistance, a progressive surge of 

supplementary testing was feverishly constructed in-house by district hires: test writers laboring 
to meet the many unpredictable and often altering deadlines.  Required immediately, minimally-
proofed tests were pushed into schools despite a critical lack in professional oversight; few 
guarantees offered protections for a response reliability.  

And then, oh my; out of the blue.
An additional conundrum presented itself.  
(Really, now; who could’ve seen this coming?)  
In order to statistically access, and subsequently utilize, this additional mountain of an 

abruptly mandated data? 
Tests not only had to be written:

	
 But accordingly, and at great inconvenience – they had to be graded.  
Coming to terms with the fact that financing had not, with any particular intention, been 

set aside to pay for the long hours now required for the focused assessment of a hastily 
authorized data, the suddenly acknowledged test grading dilemma grew.  Desperate to meet the 
challenge, in possibly the most invalidating assessment solution ever witnessed by evaluative 
history, not only teachers, but supervisors, coaches, specialists, facilitators, analysts, 



administrators, librarians, psychologists, social workers, para-professionals and, occasionally, 
clerical staff were rounded up. 

And all, unceremoniously?
Were pressed into a test-grading service.
There were few among us who didn’t react with a wide-eyed, visibly stunned surprise.
To earn my teaching license, I had been enrolled into a course very simply entitled 

Statistics.  Trained, in that course, to safeguard a statistical legitimacy when working with 
surveys, bell curves and a numbers’ analysis, I had been well-taught that nothing held more 
importance than the protections for a procedure integrity which must first be established 
whenever I, or anyone else, accumulated and/or evaluated quantitative data.  

Not surprisingly then, as the employees inside our school found themselves randomly 
dispersed; as our erratically organized staff came face to face with the jumbled stacks of student 
test booklets – unable to process administrative intentions, voices rose in protest.  Seeking to 
expose a concrete assessment invalidation, teachers pointed to the yawning lack in judgment 
which expected any and all building employees to evaluate the hundreds of student responses 
tied to multiple disparate subjects.*

Anticipating administrative support for his long years of a student-popular, community-
award-winning teaching, a soft-spoken and eminently distinguished Advanced Placement science 
teacher named Mr. Paul now stood up.  Ready to exercise his role as well-known and highly 
respected school leader; willing to place his personal trust in our building’s long-established, old-
school traditions – clearing his throat, Mr. Paul stated that he could not be part of such an 
offending practice.  And, after picking up his things:

He left the room.
Infuriated reform leaders reacted immediately.  Refusing any validation for what they 

perceived only to be an insubordinate bad teacher resistance, belligerently they forced his hand.  
Pushed into a corner, Mr. Paul submitted an ultimatum: 

Either the blatantly unreliable grading practices would go?  
Or he would.
A few months later, he and his family sold their house.  
They live near his wife’s parents, now – in  Connecticut, I think?

*And oh, my; how about recent radio ads where an announcer solicits “test graders:” test graders who, after 
experiencing a brief training, will receive eleven dollars an hour to grade local tests – all while sitting back to enjoy 
life in their “casual attire.”   Is this really how we are now planning to rate our children?


